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It was 11 in that sunny morning of 26th January 

2006. People were all ears to an uncanny 

breaking news in the media. There were chaos 

everywhere around Kormangala vicinity in 

Bangalore; police resorted to lathi charge to 

disburse the gathered crowd who went ber-

serk; traffic were thrown out of gear; it took a 

while to understand what was happening 

around. Well, Big Bazaar had rolled out “Sabse 

Sastha Din” for the first time in three of their 

outlets across India. The Indian market woke 

up to a new trend in Retail sector. “We had set 

an aggressive sales target of Rs 26 crores on 

that day. We were very nervous from the fact 

that the strategy might backfire considering 

the quantum leap we had taken. We had to 

close the outlet few hours after we threw it to 

the public; we were never prepared for some-

thing like this. End of the day, we were sur-

prised to note that we had clocked in Rs 30 

Crores sales!!” says Kishore Biyani, Chairman 

of the Future group which owns Big Bazaar.  

Eight years after that, the retail sector in In-

dia sees itself growing manifold. India’s retail 

market now is estimated to be at $435 bil-

lion, growing at 25% CAGR with domestic 

and international players planning to expand 

across the country. Today, only 8% of retail 

in India is organized which is expected to 

grow up to 20% by 2020. Industry leaders 

predict that the next phase of growth will 

emerge from rural markets. Increasing in-

come levels, increased media reach, afflu-

ence, digitalization, growing middle class are 

few of the major factors resulting in the re-

tail boom. Online retail is another business 

trend which is creating waves across. The 

Retail companies across have started to fo-
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cus on getting at least 10% of their retail business through online platform.    

The Indian Retail sector is accounting for 22% of the GDP and contributes to 8% of the total 

employment. Today Retail is one of the five sectors which generates highest number of em-

ployment opportunities in India. There are projections of the Retail workforce doubling by 

2015, from the current eight lakhs in both organized and unorganized sectors. 

“BARCODES” Club and the Retail 

The real challenge for Retail sector in India is the lack of skilled workforce. It is estimated 

that about 75-80% of the retail workforce are at Store Operation Level while the rest are at 

Front-end or floor level. Considering the scope for a growth in retail industry and lack of 

competent manpower, it is quite befitting that “Barcodes” club in IBA is working towards 

minimizing this gap. “Barcodes” club handholds those who are interested to take Retail as a 

career option by providing them with necessary inputs to make them familiar with Retail en-

vironment. The club believes that facilitating industry interaction would benefit the students 

wherein the students get the first hand feel of the retail market. Lot of exciting activities is 

planned out this year to realize the objectives.  

It’s my privilege to be associated with “Barcodes” club in the Mentor’s role. Hope more and 

more students would get benefitted from this club, by enrolling themselves as members.   

         - Prof. Nagendra Hedge 

Source: www.ficci.com/sector/33 , “It Happened in India” by Kishore Biyani  & The Marketing White Book 2012-13 . 
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“Competition is not only the basis of protection to the consumer, but is the incentive to 
progress." 
Herbert Hoover 



ARE THE MALLS EXPERIENCING A STEEP  

DE-SCEND??? 

Earlier birthday shopping meant dragging my parents to the shopping mall with the mo-

tive of adding the best brands to my wardrobe. It used to be a highly strenuous task which in-

volved convincing my dad to take a day off from office, convincing my tuition teacher to skip clas-

ses and the list goes on and on. But now after Stone Age and Iron Age we have the “internet 

age”, wherein things are just a click away. Now all that I need to do is to sit before my desktop 

and select the product and I have it at my doorstep. 

But on the flip side, this advancement of technology which has brought big brands at our 

fingertips is leading to a scenario wherein dead malls have become rampant. A dead mall is a 

shopping mall with high vacancy rate or a low consumer traffic level. It is a cocktail of various fac-

tors like lower economic growth, gradual demographic change &changing consumer behavior 

and expectation which is responsible for this current scenario. The most important factor is the 

changing attitude of consumers about malls. With increasing work stress and changing priorities 

people have less time to spend driving to or strolling through malls. Consumers have now started 

to harbor the product offered in these malls as useless luxuries they can no longer afford, when 

they have instant access to variant products just a key tap away (click). Growing proportion of 

the consumer segment at present do not bother to go down to the store and bring product 

themselves anymore. And this trend is relevant not only in case of apparels or home products 

but also extended to groceries & fresh foods which are delivered right to our door by firms such 

as “Big Basket” which are providing its services to the busiest metros like Bangalore, Hyderabad 

&Mumbai. Besides these the discounted price than market price and the convenient payment 

options which include EMI and pay after delivery options have helped in harnessing customer 

loyalty and confidence in online products.  
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Retailers are now competing within a shrinking pond (declining phase). Retail sales are 
below the levels. The impact of these changes is so profound that 50% of the retailer & 
consumer companies will not survive. The traditional business models will become ex-
tinct. The malls were initially conceptualized on the strategy “larger brand can achieve 
lower production costs and the biggest stores and malls will have the largest gravitational 
pull on consumers” but at present in many cases this strategy has turned out to be a riski-
er one. Now the consumers have unlimited access to the world in their pocket, large 
online retailers like Amazon & e-bay-at first glance-to have a huge advantage over tradi-
tional retailers. In the coming years we may witness “virtual shops”. Like  experiment are 
being done, with virtual shops coming up on South Korean subway stations, targeting 
people waiting for trains home from work. The walls of the stations were plastered with 
pictures of groceries laid out as they were in a “real” store. These pictures featured QR 
codes for every product, which commuters could then scan with their smartphones, fill-
ing up a virtual shopping basket within minutes.  
 The experiment increased sales by 130 per cent in a period of three months. This is 
just one example of how the online and physical worlds can successfully be merged into 
one. The point is that there are countless opportunities that retailers can exploit in order 
to be successful in the future: you don’t have to be online-only, the important strategy 
the companies must incorporate is to fit into people’s habits and changing behavior’s till 
the time any new trend emerges we can find solace in the concept of “browse and shop”. 
 
        Vinaya Ann Mathew (14-16 batch.) 
Source: Wikipedia, Retail today 
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“An entrepreneur can become moderately successful doing the same thing that everyone 
else does. But if you want to be wildly successful, you have to do what no one else has 
done." 
Tim Gill 



What clicks!!!!! 

E-mail marketing outlook for the country… 

The last year has been one of many alterations and transformations when it comes to digital 
marketing globally. Mobile continued to rise in relevance and importance. Smartphones and 
tablets can now be considered main streams devices much like laptops, netbooks and desk-
tops of earlier years. 79 percent of the smartphone users use their devices writing e-mails at 
ease, a higher percent than those who used it for making calls.   
 
When researcher analyzed the reporting matrices for 500 million e-mails per month it dis-
covered that there was a 100 percent increase in a number of launches on mobile devices in 
just a quarter of financial year 2013-14. At the same time, Customer Transaction Report 
(CTR) for e-mail campaigns viewed on mobile devices up to 150percent.Research Findings 
indicate that marketers in India now excited to explore all avenues and channels of digital 
marketing and are actively using them for enhanced and more meaningful customers. 
 
Retail which includes e-commerce companies have accelerated and pulled away from the 
rest of the pack in the first three quarters of the year e-commerce  companies contribute in 
large measures towards retail sectors performance on e-mail marketing campaigns .retail 
leads the CTR percent share across all industry can be the best practice to bench mark for 
non-retail company who are keen to improve the performance of their e-mail marketing 
campaigns. In 2013 Friday emerges as the best day of the week, with 10am to 12pm being 
the best hours of the day for performing email marketing campaigns for the retail sector. 
 

It was found that for the fourth successive year, customer acquisition remains the top choice 

as the primary marketing goal for marketers in India with 51percent of the respondents 

choosing this option. having a past trends ,brand awareness stands second in line with 30 

percent of the votes and customer retention comes in at third with 15 percent of the mar-

keters choosing option. 

When it comes to the sustained growth of e-marketing in 2014, slightly more than a quarter 
(approx. 27 percent) of the marketers surveyed said that they would increase their e-
marketing budgets between 6 percent to 10 percent in 2014 on the other hand (approx. 29 
percent) said that they would have increase the same between 11 percent to 20 percent. 
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A little number of respondents indicated that they would increase the e-marketing budget 
between 21 to 50 percent of the current value. On the basis of survey people are intended 
to see an increase in investment in social media marketing as compared to the 59percent 
that favor e-mail marketing, website development search marketing. Mobile/SMS marketing 
comes in with 35 percent of the votes while video and webcasts follow at 23 percent and 8 
percent respectively. 
 
We would strongly feel that, e-mail marketing, mobile marketing and investment in social 
media, have become a great channel of engagement. 

     Prerna Shrivastava & Geetika Madan (14-16 batch) 
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“After a visit to the beach, it's hard to believe that we live in a material world." 
Pam Shaw 
 
“In order to sell a product or a service, a company must establish a relationship with the 
consumer. It must build trust and rapport. It must understand the customer's needs, and it 
must provide a product that delivers the promised benefits." 
Jay Levinson 



Walmart Foundation to benefit 5,000 women 

farmers under ‘Sunhara Prayas’ project 

 The Sunhara Prayas project, supported by Walmart Foundation, has successfully ben-
efited 4541 women farmers and farm workers since with training, Self Help Groups and mar-
ket linkages with buyers since its launch in December 2012 in five districts of Uttar Pradesh 
and Andhra Pradesh. With six months remaining on the two-year project, Sunhara Prayas 
has already reached 5441 of its total target of 6,000 farmers and is on track to facilitate the 
socio-economic and financial empowerment of 5,000 women.  
 The Sunhara Prayas project is designed around a holistic set of activities aimed at im-
proved knowledge and capacity for vegetable and fruit production, access to marketing 
(selling) opportunities and facilitation of institutional support for access to finance and social 
inclusion.   
 Rajneesh Kumar, Vice-President of Wal-Mart India, said: “Wal-Mart is committed to 
India and we are excited about our growth plans. Walmart has always made efforts to bring 
about differences in the lives of farmers, especially women in India. The Sunhara Prayas pro-
ject is a testimony to that. The project aims to improve the socio-economic conditions of 
small and marginal farmers in Uttar Pradesh and Andhra Pradesh through facilitating sus-
tainable linkages.”   
 The two-year program has brought about many changes in the lives of small and 
marginal farmers in Uttar Pradesh and Andhra Pradesh. Due to interventions such as self 
help group formation, access to finance and market linkages, agricultural extension and 
technical assistance for improved production and competitiveness; there has been a 32 per-
cent increase in the income of farmers. Additionally, 1,639 small and marginal farmers have 
been linked to buyers; 3051 beneficiaries have reported increased access to income and 
3,661 beneficiaries reported increased access to financial services. The interventions used by 
the Sunhara Prayas project has led to an increase in the production of five major vegetable 
and two fruit crops by 20 percent.  
The Sunhara Prayas project is designed to engage stakeholders at both ends of the value 
chain—from farmers to end-market buyers—to make the market system more efficient and 
beneficial for all. Under the project, 12 Farmer Resource Centers (FRCs) have been estab-
lished to offer crucial services such as soil testing, information on good agricultural practices 
and supply of quality inputs and equipment for irrigation and pest/disease control. The pro-
ject has also introduced easy to adopt technologies such as Tray nursery, Low cost poly tun-
nel, Stacking or Trellis method, Fruit fly trap, Harvesting and pruning equipment. These tech-
niques are effective with regard to productivity and costs. 
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Temasek to invest INR400cr in KFC & 

Pizza Hut operator 

 Singapore state investor Temasek Holdings is likely to make an investment of about 
Rs 400 crore in KFC, Pizza Hut and Costa Coffee store operator Devyani International, upping 
its play in the country's fast-growing consumer sector. The four-decade-old fund, with assets 
worth $173 billion globally, will purchase a significant minority stake in the New Delhi-based 
company, owned by soft drink bottling king Ravi Jaipuria. If the transaction materializes, Te-
masek will be the second private equity investor in Devyani after ICICI Venture, which had 
invested Rs 250 crore for a 10% stake in 2011. 
 The Temasek deal will be a combination of primary and secondary investment com-
ponents, and the primary investment is intended to support Devyani's expansion plans, said 
a person familiar with the situation. The fresh development will also push back Jaipuria's 
plans for an initial public offering for the quick service restaurant unit. A Temasek spokesper-
son said the company does not comment on market speculation. Despite repeated attempts, 
Jaipuria couldn't be reached for comments. 
 Besides the international food and beverage brands, Devyani also has its own brand, 
Vaango, a South Indian-themed restaurant. The food services provider currently has over 
300 outlets cutting across its various brands and the additional funds are to ramp up its net-
work in the highly competitive $48-billion market. Devyani, named after Jaipuria's daughter, 
is one of the fast-growing units within the billionaire's business empire. 
 With the proposed Devyani investment, Temasek will increase its exposure in con-
sumption-driven sectors as these are seen as good proxies to economic growth and a way to 
profit from rising consumer spending in Asia's third largest economy. Temasek has been buy-
ing consumer-related assets in financial services, healthcare, agricultural services and e-
commerce. It owns about 5% stake in Godrej Consumer Products, maker of Cinthol soaps 
and Good Knight mosquito repellents, and has investments in e-commerce site Snapdeal and 
online baby care retailer Firstcry.com. 
 In recent years, global investors have been investing big time in India's food and bev-
erage sector institutionalizing several niche margin businesses.  
 KKR, New Silk Route and Standard Chartered Private Equity had invested a combined 
$200 million in Cafe Coffee Day, while Everstone had invested $30 million in Pan India Food 
Solutions, which runs Noodle Bar, Bombay Blue and Copper Chimney chains, and Arisaig 
Partners put in $30 million in McDonald's India (west and south) franchise Westlife Develop-
ment. Sequoia Capital picked up a stake in kebab and wraps chain Faaso's while CX Partners 
cut out a deal in casual dine restaurant Barbeque Nation. 
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